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Auto Check Rec
INTRODUCTION
Auto Check Rec downloads transactions from your bank that would normally appear on a
bank statement. It then automatically matches the bank transactions to your TOPS
Checkbook transactions. When there is a “match” it marks the TOPS Checkbook
transaction as cleared. If there are unmatched bank transactions (bank service charges,
interest, etc.), you have the ability to manually match them or create an “Adjustment” in
TOPS to record the unmatched transaction in the General Ledger and in Check Rec. This
greatly speeds up and simplifies reconciling a bank account.
Currently, the only bank Auto Check Rec interfaces with is Alliance Association Financial
Services. In the future, other banks will be added. The reason this will be a slower process
that will take time to implement with other banks is due to the fact that TOPS must work
with each bank individually to handle receiving the download of bank transactions.
Using Auto Check Rec.
From the Check Rec menu, click the Auto Check Rec menu tab.
You will see the Auto Check Rec “Welcome” screen:
Welcome to Auto Bank Rec

If you have not used Auto Check Rec before, you must first perform a few setup functions.
Setup
Bank Login Info
Use this setup tool button to complete the bank interface so you can login
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into the bank’s system and download bank transactions. It will look like this:
Bank Login Information

Select a Bank – the first step on the bank setup screen is to select a bank
using the drop down arrow . Once you select a bank, you will see these
fields for entering the bank login info:
Bank Information – this comes from TOPS and cannot be changed. It is the
bank’s contact information.
Management Information – you must complete this information to have the
credentials to interface with the bank’s system through the internet. It is
made up of these fields:
User/Management ID – the bank assigned customer ID for your
organization. The bank uses this ID to allow entry into their system
and to identify your organization so you may download bank
transactions in order to do the Auto Bank Rec.
Password – a password you setup to further secure your login into
the bank’s system.
Confirm Password – re-enter the Password entered above to make
sure you have typed it correctly.
Download Date Range – give a cutoff # of days for downloading
bank transactions to match with your TOPS Checkbook transactions.
The choices are:
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1 Day
7 Days
15 Days
30 Days
45 Days
60 Days
90 Days

By letting you select the days range for downloading past bank
transactions, it prevents downloading bank transactions for past
periods you might have already reconciled manually before you
started using Auto Bank Rec.
TOPS will not download a duplicate bank transaction that has already
been downloaded, so this days range only involves new bank
transactions that have not previously been downloaded into TOPS.
Save – click the Save button to save the Management Information that lets
you log into the bank’s system.
Cancel – click Cancel to exit WITHOUT saving the information entered.
Exit – click to Exit back to the Welcome screen saving the changes.
Community Groups
Back on the Welcome screen, once you select a bank, the Community Group selector is active:

Use the down browse arrow
below.
Community
Group

to select a Community Group. Community Groups are explained

A “Community Group” is simply a group of communities that all use the
same bank. Community Groups can be further organized by the TOPS user
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who handles bank recs for a certain group of communities. There can be
multiple “Community Groups” organized by user for the same bank.
Note: You cannot use Auto Bank Rec. unless you setup at least 1
Community Group.
Use this setup tool button to complete the community bank assignments so
you can login into their system and download bank transactions. It will look
like this:
Setup Community Groups

The first time you select Setup Community Groups, you will see the screen
above. You must setup at least ONE community group.
Click the New button to setup a Community Group.

Here you are selecting which communities use this bank.
Select Communities
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Group Name – Enter a name for this Community Group. The name should be something that
would help you identify which communities are included in the group. For example, you might
use the name of the bookkeeper that works with this group of communities.
Select Communities - Simply place a checkmark next to each community that uses this bank. If
a community uses the selected bank for ALL its bank accounts, then clicking the checkbox next
to the community will include ALL bank accounts for the community in Auto Check Rec.
If a community has some bank accounts placed with a different bank, click on the + sign to view
the individual bank accounts under a community. Below shows an example of how the display
of the individual bank accounts will look when the + sign is clicked.

Checkmark the individual bank accounts that are part of the Community Group for this bank.
View Selected
Items Only

Because the community list might be very long for a management company,
you are able to shorten the list being displayed by check marking View
Selected Items Only. This will only display those communities that are
check marked as being part of this Community Group.

Once you have finished selecting the communities or individual bank accounts that go with this
Community Group, you will see them displayed like this:
Selected Communities/Bank Accounts
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The checkmarks mean these communities and individual bank accounts are part of the
Community Group you set up.
You may come back to Community Groups at any time to add more communities or select
individual bank accounts that should be part of this Community Group.
Click the OK button when you are done selecting communities or individual
bank accounts within a community. This will save the changes made.
Click the Cancel button to exit without saving any changes.

Once Community Groups are set up, whenever you view the Community Groups you will see
your groups listed like this:
Existing Community Groups
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Select Community Group - To select an existing Community Group to view the setup or make
changes, either double click on the Community Group or single click to highlight it, then click
the Edit button.
Delete Community Group – single click to highlight the group, then click the Delete button.
This completes the Auto Bank Rec setup instructions. You are now ready to use Auto Bank Rec.
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Using Auto Bank Rec
To use Auto Check Rec, start at the Auto Check Rec “Welcome” screen:
Welcome to Auto Bank Rec

Follow the instructions below to use Auto Bank Rec.
Select Bank

You must select a bank in order to use Auto Bank Rec. Use the drop down
arrow
to select the bank. Currently, only Alliance Association Financial
Services is the only bank available to use with Auto Check Rec.

Select
Community
Group

A “Community Group” is simply a group of communities that all use the same
bank. Community Groups can be further organized by the TOPS user who
handles the bank recs for a certain group of communities. There can be multiple
“Community Groups” organized by user for the same bank.
You must select a Community Group in order to use Auto Bank Rec. Use the
drop down arrow
to select the Community Group.
Once you have selected a Bank and selected the Community Group, click the
Next button to proceed.

You will see the community bank accounts listed for those communities in the Community
Group you selected:
Bank Account Summary
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Through the Bank Account Summary screen, you can complete your bank reconciliations or just
download bank transactions during the month to update the information. You can update the
bank transactions as often as you like during the month, not just at the end of the month when
you are doing a month end reconciliation.
We’ll cover each of the columns and button functions on this screen.
Community/Bank

Lists each community and the bank accounts within the community that
are part of the selected Community Group. The Community ID is shown
along with the community name. Likewise, the Bank ID is shown along
with the bank account name.

Last Download
Date or Statement
Date

When the Bank Account Summary opens, it shows the balance in the
TOPS Checkbook and the downloaded bank transactions for each bank
account as of the Last Download Date. The Bank Account Summary will
take into account all transactions up to and including the Last Download
Date. When you download more recent bank transactions the Last
Download Date will be updated for the new date.
If you click on the New Statement Date button, then enter a bank
statement date, this column heading will change to Statement Date and all
the transactions and balances will change to show up through and
including this date.
First Time Use – the first time you open the Bank Account Summary, the
Last Download Date column will show “N/A” for Not Applicable. It will
continue to show “N/A” until you do the first download of bank
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transactions. Once this is complete, the column will show the date of the
Last Download.
Total Unmatched
Trxns

After downloading bank transactions, there may be some transactions that
TOPS cannot match automatically. These are “Unmatched” transactions.
You will need to take action to manually match these transactions to the
TOPS Checkbook. You will see the Edit button highlighted in RED
indicating that you need to click the Edit button to either manually match a
bank transaction to a TOPS Checkbook transaction or add an adjustment
into the TOPS Checkbook for things like bank service charges or interest.

When the Bank Account Summary first opens, it shows the balance in the
Checkbook
Balance as of Date TOPS Checkbook for each bank account as of the Last Download Date. If
you enter a new Download Date or Bank Statement Date, then it will show
the TOPS Checkbook Balance as of this date and ignore any transactions
dated after this date.
Uncleared Credits Checks written reduce your bank balance, therefore, they are credits in
your TOPS Checkbook. The column shows the total of the Uncleared
(Checks)
Credits (like AP Checks written) meaning either they have either not
cleared your bank “as of” the statement date (the bank does not know you
have written these checks yet) or they are “Unmatched” with a downloaded
bank transaction.
Uncleared Debits
( Deposits)

Debits, like Deposits, increase your bank balance in the TOPS Checkbook.
The column shows the total of the Uncleared Debits (like Owner Cash
Receipts) meaning either they have either not cleared your bank “as of” the
statement date (the bank does not know you have made these deposits yet)
or they are “Unmatched” with a downloaded bank transaction.

Reconcile
Balance

This is a subtotal made up of:
TOPS Checkbook Balance
+ Uncleared Checks
- Uncleared Deposits
Reconcile Balance
The Reconcile Balance should agree with the Bank Statement Balance. If
there is a difference, then either there are Unmatched Downloaded Bank
Transactions you must resolve or there is an error in the transaction
amounts that needs to be addressed.

Bank Statement
Balance

Shows the Bank Balance from the downloaded bank transactions. The
Bank Balance shown here will depend on the last time you downloaded
transactions from the bank. If you are reconciling the bank account, then
as you enter the Statement Date it will refresh the Bank Statement Balance
“as of” the statement date.

Difference

This is a calculated balance. It shows the “Difference” between the
Reconcile Balance from TOPS Checkbook Balance compared to the Bank
Statement Balance.
The Reconcile Balance should agree with the Bank Statement Balance. If
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there is a Difference showing, then either there are Unmatched
Downloaded Bank Transactions you must resolve or there is an error in the
transaction amounts that needs to be addressed. For example, you might
need to enter an adjustment into TOPS to record Bank Interest earned.
The Edit button takes you into a particular bank account so you can view
the detail and manually “Match” Downloaded bank transactions to TOPS
Checkbook transactions. Using the Edit button, you can complete a bank
reconciliation for individual bank accounts rather than working globally
across a number of communities.
If you see the Edit button highlighted in RED it indicates there are
Unmatched downloaded bank transactions for that bank account. You
must click the Edit button to either manually match a bank transaction to a
TOPS Checkbook transaction or add an adjustment into the TOPS
Checkbook for things like bank service charges or interest.
See the manual section below titled Completing Bank Reconciliations for
more information on using the Edit button.
Through the Download Trxns button, you download bank transactions
that had not previously been downloaded. When you click this button, you
will see this date entry screen:

You MUST enter a date in order to download bank transactions. All bank
transactions up to and including this date will be downloaded subject to the
Number of Days setting in Setup. It will not download previously
downloaded transactions or any bank transactions earlier than the Number
of Days setting in Setup.
As bank transactions are downloaded, TOPS will automatically match
them with TOPS Checkbook transactions and mark as “Cleared” those
bank transactions that match a TOPS Checkbook transaction. It also filters
the TOPS Checkbook Balance, Uncleared Checks, Uncleared Deposits,
Reconcile Balance, Bank Statement Balance and Difference columns so
they only take into account transactions up through the Download Date.
Continue – click this button to proceed with downloading bank
transactions up to and including the date entered.
Cancel – click this button to exit without downloading bank transactions.
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Click the Print Bank Rec button to print a bank reconciliation report.
When you click this button, you will see this screen for selecting which
communities and which bank accounts to include in the report.
When you click the Print Bank Rec button, you will see this screen:
Print Bank Reconciliation Reports

Notice there are checkboxes next to each bank account. You can individually checkmark bank
accounts to include on the report or use the button below to Select or Unselect bank accounts.
Click the Select All button to select all the bank accounts listed.
Click the Unselect All button to clear any checkmarks.
Click the Print Bank Rec button to print the bank reconciliation reports for the
selected bank accounts.
Click the Exit button to return to the previous screen.
By default, the printed Reconciliation Report will print one bank reconciliation per page.
Entering a New Statement Date is the first step in reconciling bank
accounts. Entering a date here filters the TOPS Checkbook as well as
downloaded bank transactions so the Bank Account Summary screen only
shows transactions up to and including the Statement Date.
When you click this button, you will see this date entry screen:
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You MUST enter a date to filter TOPS Checkbook and downloaded bank
transactions through. Unlike the Download Trxns button above, this
function does NOT download bank transactions. It does, however, have a
checkbox below that will download the bank statement balance.
Download the Statement Balance – this checkbox gives you the
option to download the bank statement balance “as of” the date you
specify. Downloading the bank statement balance plugs this amount
into the Bank Statement Balance on the Bank Account Summary
screen.
As bank transactions are downloaded, TOPS will automatically match
them with TOPS Checkbook transactions and mark as “Cleared” those
bank transactions that match a TOPS Checkbook transaction. It also filters
the TOPS Checkbook Balance, Uncleared Checks, Uncleared Deposits,
Bank Statement Balance and Difference columns so they only take into
account transactions up through the Statement Date.
Continue – click this button to proceed with downloading bank
transactions up to and including the date entered.
Cancel – click this button to exit without downloading bank transactions.
Click the Exit button to exit from the Bank Account Summary screen.

Click the Refresh button to update the TOPS Checkbook balance and the
Uncleared Checks, Uncleared Debits, Reconcile Balance and the
Difference Calculation. You might want to do this if you posted a
transaction while the Bank Account Summary screen was open that
affected the TOPS Checkbook balance.
Bank Account Validation
Click the Account Validation button to make sure the bank account
numbers in the TOPS Bank Accounts file match with the bank’s. When
you click this button, TOPS will connect to the bank’s system via the
internet and compare the bank account numbers in the TOPS Bank
Accounts file to the ones on file with the bank.
Note: If the bank account numbers do not match between the TOPS Bank
Accounts file and the actual bank account number on file with the bank,
then you cannot use the Auto Bank Rec program. Use the Account
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Validation button to find out where the bank account numbers do not
match.
When you click the Account Validation button, it will shows the results of the validation like
this:
Bank Account Validation

Status – the Status column shows whether the bank account number in TOPS matches a bank
account on file with the bank.
Pass – the bank account number in TOPS matches with the bank. No action is required.
Fail – the bank account number in TOPS does NOT match with the bank. It means the
bank account number in TOPS is wrong and must be changed to match with the bank.
To correct the bank account number in TOPS, click the Edit button. You will
see this screen for entering the correct bank account number:

Enter the correct bank account number, then click the Save button. This will save the
corrected bank account number into the Bank Accounts file in TOPS for this community.
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Completing Bank Reconciliations
Accounting Theory
Financial statements should not be released to community officers until the bank accounts are
reconciled. This prevents you from distributing financial statements that may not be accurate.
Your bank accounts are one of the main “controlling accounts” to ensure the accuracy of your
financial statements.
The accounting principle behind reconciling a bank account is to make sure the Bank Statement
Balance at the end of a period agrees to the cash account in your General Ledger that represents
each bank account--except for “reconciling items” which you have identified. “Reconciling
Items” are checks or deposits that have not cleared the bank as of the reconciliation date. These
are called “outstanding items”.
You may also have bank service charges or interest that may not have been recorded previously
that may need to have an “Adjustment” entered to record them in the TOPS Checkbook (which
also updates the General Ledger) in order to match all the bank transactions shown on your bank
statement.
The following explains how to use the Auto Bank Rec to complete a bank reconciliation.
Steps to Follow
To reconcile bank accounts, start at the Bank Account Summary screen:
Bank Account Summary
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First, if you have not already done so, you must click Download Trxns button.
This will make sure you have downloaded ALL the bank transactions that had
not previously been downloaded as of the date you are reconciling the bank
accounts.
When you click this button, you will see this date entry screen:

Enter the date you are reconciling the bank accounts “as of”. All bank
transactions up to and including this date will be downloaded subject to the
Number of Days setting in Setup. It will not download previously downloaded
transactions or any bank transactions earlier than the Number of Days setting in
Setup.
As bank transactions are downloaded, TOPS will automatically match them
with TOPS Checkbook transactions and mark as “Cleared” those bank
transactions that match a TOPS Checkbook transaction. It also filters the
TOPS Checkbook Balance, Uncleared Checks, Uncleared Deposits,
Reconciling Balance, Bank Statement Balance and Difference columns so they
only take into account transactions up through the Download Date.
Continue – click this button to proceed with downloading bank transactions up
to and including the date entered.
Cancel – click this button to exit without downloading bank transactions.
Entering a New Statement Date is the second step in reconciling bank
accounts. Entering a date here filters the TOPS Checkbook as well as the
already downloaded bank transactions so the Bank Account Summary screen
only shows transactions up to and including the Statement Date.
When you click this button, you will see this date entry screen:

Unlike the Download Trxns button above, this function does NOT download
any bank transactions. It does, however, have a checkbox below that will
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download the bank statement balance.
Download the Statement Balance – this checkbox gives you the option
to download the bank statement balance “as of” the date you specify.
Downloading the bank statement balance plugs this amount into the Bank
Statement Balance on the Bank Account Summary screen.
As bank transactions are downloaded, TOPS will automatically match them
with TOPS Checkbook transactions and mark as “Cleared” those bank
transactions that match a TOPS Checkbook transaction. It also filters the
TOPS Checkbook Balance, Uncleared Checks, Uncleared Deposits, Reconcile
Balance, Bank Statement Balance and Difference columns so they only take
into account transactions up through the Statement Date.
Continue – click this button to proceed with downloading bank transactions up
to and including the date entered.
Cancel – click this button to exit without downloading bank transactions.
When the download is complete, the screen will refresh with updated balances like this:
Bank Account Summary

Any bank account where the Edit button is highlighted in RED either has a “Difference” or
unmatched bank transactions--meaning downloaded bank transactions that TOPS cannot match
with TOPS Checkbook transactions.
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If a bank account does NOT have the Edit button highlighted in RED, then it means the
Reconcile Balance from the TOPS Checkbook agrees with the Bank Statement Balance. All
downloaded bank transactions have either been matched or there were no bank transactions
available for download as of the date entered when you did the download function..
When the Edit button is highlighted in RED, it means there is a “Difference”
between the Reconcile Balance and the Bank Statement Balance. It also might
mean there are unmatched bank transactions that you must fix manually
because TOPS could not make the match automatically. These could be bank
service charges, bank interest or simply a cash receipt transaction where the
amounts might not agree.
Click the Edit button to proceed with manually fixing the downloaded
transactions.
The bank account details will show:
Individual Bank Account Details

The top portion of the screen lists the TOPS Checkbook transactions. The bottom portion of the
screen shows downloaded but Unmatched Bank Transactions.
The example above shows ALL the Bank Account Details because “Show All Items” is checked.
Check this to show all the Bank Account Details or uncheck to just show the
“Unmatched” transactions.
We’ll go over each function on the screen.
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Notice the bottom right side of the screen:

Indicates Unreconciled
Bank Account

This shows a summary of the bank reconciliation for this bank account. If there are Unmatched
Bank Transactions or a Difference, then this bank account is not yet reconciled. When
reconciled, there will be NO Difference and NO Unmatched Bank Transactions.
Click the Download Trxns button to download bank transactions “as of” a
date you enter. All bank transactions not previously downloaded will be
downloaded for this bank account up through and including the date entered.
Recording Adjustments
Click the Adjustments button to record an adjustment in the TOPS Checkbook
for a bank transaction that was downloaded, but cannot be matched to a TOPS
Checkbook transactions. An example of this might be bank interest earned on
this bank account.
Enter Adjustment

Enter the following info to record an Adjustment transaction in the TOPS
Checkbook:
Effective Date – the date this transaction will be recorded “as of” in the TOPS
Checkbook. It should be a date within the month you are reconciling this bank
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account.
Clear Date – what bank statement period was this Adjustment transaction
cleared in? It can be different from the period of the Effective Date, but most
likely is within that same period.
Check/Ref # - you can enter a Check # or Ref # if you wish, or just leave it
blank.
Amount – the default is the Difference from the bank reconciliation, but you
may enter any amount here you wish. Enter a CREDIT to the TOPS
Checkbook with a minus (-) sign. Enter a DEBIT to the TOPS Checkbook
without any sign.
Reference – a free form 25 character description of this Adjustment. An
example might be “Bank Interest”.
Leave this box checkmarked if you wish to add this
transaction to both the TOPS Checkbook AND record it in the General Ledger
for this bank account as well. Typically, you would want to add the
Adjustment to BOTH.
G/L Account # - by default, the cash side of any Adjustment is the GL
Account # that represents the bank account you are working on. Use the down
browse arrow to select the OFFSET GL Account #, such as, Interest, or Bank
Charges.
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Manually Matching Bank Transactions
TOPS may not be able to automatically match some downloaded bank transactions. In those
cases, you would need to make a manual “match” to clear the TOPS Checkbook transaction.
Start at the Bank Account Details screen:
Individual Bank Account Details

Unmatched Bank
Transactions

The transactions circled above were not automatically matched as they were downloaded from
the bank. To match the downloaded bank transactions with a TOPS Checkbook transaction, do
the following:
Right Click - TOPS Checkbook Transactions – position the cursor on one of the TOPS
Checkbook Transactions, then use the RIGHT mouse button to Right Click on the transaction.
You will then see this menu:

Through this menu you can manually match the Unmatched Downloaded Bank Transactions.
Each of these menu items can be used as follows:
Show Matching Trxn – From the list of TOPS Checkbook transactions, if you highlight
a checkbook transaction, right click to open the above menu, then click on Show
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Matching Trxn, it will highlight the matching download transaction in the list of
Downloaded Bank Transactions. It will also work the opposite way where you can click
to highlight a Downloaded Bank Transaction, right click to open the above menu, then
click on the Show Matching Trxn, it will highlight the matching TOPS Checkbook
Transaction.
Match with Highlighted Download Trxn – To manually match a Downloaded Bank
Transaction to a TOPS Checkbook Transaction, first click to highlight the Unmatched
Downloaded Bank Transaction. Once the Unmatched Downloaded Bank Transaction it
highlighted, click on the TOPS Checkbook transaction you wish to match it with, then
right click to open the above menu. Click on the Match with Highlighted Download Trxn
on the menu. It will “match” the transactions together and mark that item as “cleared” in
the TOPS Checkbook Transactions.
Undo – Click to highlight a TOPS Checkbook Transaction that you wish to mark as
“uncleared”. Once you highlight the TOPS Checkbook Transaction, right click to open
the above menu, then click on the Undo menu item. It will remove the “clear date”
making the TOPS Checkbook Transaction “uncleared”. The amount of this “uncleared”
item will be added into the total for either the Uncleared Credits (Checks) or Uncleared
Debits (Deposits) totals for this bank account.
Clear Trxn - Click to highlight a TOPS Checkbook Transaction that you wish to mark as
“cleared”, meaning, the item shows on the bank statement or Downloaded Bank
Transactions. Once you highlight the TOPS Checkbook Transaction, right click to open
the above menu, then click on the Clear Trxn menu item. It will record the “clear date”
removing the item from the Uncleared Credits (Checks) or Uncleared Debits (Deposits)
totals for this bank account.
Right Click - Unmatched Downloaded Bank Transactions – position the cursor on one of the
Unmatched Downloaded Bank Transactions, then use the RIGHT mouse button to Right Click
on the transaction. You will then see this menu:

Through this menu you can manually match the Unmatched Downloaded Bank Transactions.
Each of these menu items can be used as follows:
Add Adjustment to Checkbook – if you need to add an Unmatched Downloaded Bank
Transaction, such as Interest or a Bank Service Charge, to the TOPS Checkbook, click
this menu choice. It will open the Adjusment screen where you can record the
Unmatched Transaction to the TOPS Checkbook and also to the General Ledger account
that goes with this bank account. The Adjustment screen looks like this:
Enter Adjustment
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OK – Accepts the Adjustment as entered and Posts it to TOPS.
Cancel – exits from the Adjustment screen without recording the transaction.
Undo – Click to highlight an Unmatched Downloaded Bank Transaction you wish to
Undo a previous action. Once you highlight the Unmatched Downloaded Bank
Transaction, right click to open the above menu, then click on the Undo menu item. It
change the “Status” column back to the previous setting. For example, if you marked a
transaction for deletion as described below, it will revert back to “Open” (unmatched).
Delete - Click to highlight an Unmatched Downloaded Bank Transaction you wish to
“Delete”. You might want to delete a Downloaded Bank Transaction where you already
entered an Adjustment previously for it. Or, sometimes you might download some
extraneaous bank transaction that has no dollar value so it has no impact on your bank
reconciliation. In this cases, it would be OK to Delete the Downloaded Unmatched Bank
Transaction.
Warning: Never delete a Downloaded Bank Transaction that needs to be recorded
in the TOPS Checkbook in order to balance the Bank Statement Balance to the
TOPS Checkbook Balance.
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Completed Bank Reconciliation
A completed Bank Reconciliation where all the bank transactions are matched and you can
reconcile the TOPS Checkbook to the Bank Statement Balance would look like this:
Completed Bank Reconciliation

There are three things to check to determine if your bank account is reconciled:
1. All the Downloaded Bank Transactions are “matched”
2. The Reconciling Balance and the Current Bank Balance are the same total
3. The Difference shows a zero ($0.00) balance
If this bank account is reconciled, then you are ready to print the Bank Rec Report below.
Click the Print Bank Rec button to print the reconciliation report for this bank
account. You will be prompted to enter the Bank Statement Date for printing
the report “as of”.
Click the New Statement Date button to enter a new Bank Statement Date for
this bank account. It will then refresh the screen filtering all balances to show
“as of” the new Statement Date entered.
Click the OK button to accept any matches made or Adjustments made to this
bank account. Until you click the OK button, all changes entered to this bank
account are pending.
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Click the Cancel button to exit without recording any matches or Adjustments
to this bank account.
From the Bank Summary screen, when all bank accounts are reconciled, it would look like this:
All Bank Accounts Reconciled

You can tell the bank accounts listed are in balance the following ways:
1. The Reconcile Balance and Bank Statement Balance match each other
2. The Difference for each bank account listed is zero ($0.00)
3. None of the Edit buttons are highlighted in RED.
If the bank accounts are reconciled, then you are ready to click the Print Bank Rec button to get a
printed report.
Print Bank Reconciliation Reports
Click the Print Bank Rec button to print a bank reconciliation report. When
you click this button, you will see this screen for selecting which communities
and which bank accounts to include in the report.
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Notice there are checkboxes next to each bank account. You can individually
checkmark bank accounts to include on the report or use the button below to
Select or Unselect bank accounts.
Click the Select All button to select all the bank accounts listed.
Click the Unselect All button to clear any checkmarks.
Click the Print Bank Rec button to print the bank reconciliation
reports for the selected bank accounts.
Click the Exit button to return to the previous screen.
By default, the printed Reconciliation Report will print one bank reconciliation
per page.
This completes the manual section on Auto Bank Rec.
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